BLAST INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

orica.com/BlastInformation

VIEW, SHARE AND ANALYSE BLAST INFORMATION, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
BlastIQ™ enables you to digitally manage drill and blast information and processes, providing a secure, centralised online platform for the collection and interpretation of data and insights across the entire blasting process.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Access files anywhere, anytime from any device**
  Reduce administrative time through electronic sharing of information from a centralised online location.

- **Real-time data exchange between participants in the drill and blast process**
  Enabling easier and time-efficient audits and blast investigations.

- **Secure reliable document management**
  All data is securely stored on Microsoft’s Azure platform; offering comprehensive compliance coverage including the requirements of the EU General Data Protection Regulation.

- **User-defined document control with embedded hold-points and sign-off processes to suit any operational workflows**
  Standardised and systemised drill and blast approval processes with embedded hold-points and sign-off.

- **Full traceability of document history with version control**
  Live and simultaneous views for multiple authorised users, with time-stamped version control and history preservation.

---

“**BLASTIQ HAS BEEN A GREAT TOOL THAT WE’VE RECEIVED THIS YEAR**”

Stuart Mclean  
Production Supervisor, Boral Dunmore

To learn more about the BlastIQ™ Platform and how it can support your operations, please contact your local Orica representative, or visit orica.com/BlastInformation
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